Descriptive Summary

Title: Watering Hole artifact and photograph collection
Dates: 1975-1980
Collection Number: 1996-11
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 1.8 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: Watering Hole (a bar) artifact and photograph collection; Includes a mounted photo of Robert Merl, founder of The Watering Hole; mounted log of Hungry Hole Saloon; sign from Club Bath on Howard St., 1980; “proclamation” from Imperial Court of Long Beach, 1975.
Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation
Watering Hole artifact and photograph collection. GLBT Historical Society

Scope and Content of Collection
Watering Hole (a bar) artifact and photograph collection; Includes a mounted photo of Robert Merl, founder of The Watering Hole; mounted log of Hungry Hole Saloon; sign from Club Bath on Howard St., 1980; “proclamation” from Imperial Court of Long Beach, 1975.
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